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Representing Lines
• How do we represent a line?

• x2 = x1
• 0 = x1 – x2
• 0 = [1,-1]T[x1, x2]

• In general, a hyperplane is defined by

The red vector (w) defines the green plane that is orthogonal to it.

Why bother with this weird representation?

x2=x1

0 = wTx



Projections

alternate intuition: the dot product of two vectors is simply the product 
of their lengths and the cosine of the angle between them



Now classification is easy!
u Input: x
u Model: w
u Score: wTx
u Prediction: sgn(wTx)
u But how do we learn w?



Support Vector Machines (SVMs)
u Minimize hinge loss

l With regularization
u ”Large margin” methods



Loss functions for classification

Hinge loss



SVM: Hinge loss, Ridge penalty
h(x) = sign(wTx + b)

0 if score is correct by 1 or more 
(hinge loss) 
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Linear 
Classifiers f x

a

yest

denotes +1
denotes -1

f(x,w,b) = sign(w. x - b)

How would you 
classify this 
data?

These points are linearly separable

x1

x2
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Linear 
Classifiers f x

a

yest

denotes +1
denotes -1

f(x,w,b) = sign(w. x - b)

Any of these 
would be fine..

..but which is 
best?



Classifier 
Margin f x

a

yest

denotes +1
denotes -1

f(x,w,b) = sign(w. x - b)

Define the margin of 
a linear classifier as 
the width that the 
boundary could be 
increased by before 
hitting a datapoint.



Maximum 
Margin f x

a

yest

denotes +1
denotes -1

f(x,w,b) = sign(w. x - b)

The maximum 
margin linear 
classifier is the linear 
classifier with the, um, 
maximum margin.
This is the simplest 
kind of SVM

Linear SVM



Maximum 
Margin f x

a

yest

denotes +1
denotes -1

f(x,w,b) = sign(w. x - b)

The maximum 
margin linear 
classifier is the linear 
classifier with the, um, 
maximum margin.
This is the simplest 
kind of SVM

Support 
Vectors are 
those datapoints 
that the margin 
pushes up 
against

Linear SVM



Arbitrarily normalize

x1, x2 and x3 are support vectors



Compute margin

Maximize margin



Max margin interp. of SVM

Note: min wTw maximizes the margin



SVM: Hinge loss, ridge penalty
h(x) = sign(wTx + b)

0 if score is correct by 1 or more 
(hinge loss) 



Primal and Dual
u Primal: the feature space

l X T X is p*p

u Dual: the observation space
l XX T is n*n

u Note that XX T is a kernel matrix



Use Lagrange Multiplier magic

Most constraints are non-
binding so most ai are zero.

The xi with nonzero ai are 
support vectors.



Intuition of Non-binding
u Points that are on the correct side of the margin 

don’t contribute the hinge loss function
l So the loss is entirely in terms of the points on that are 

inside the margin or on the wrong side of it.





Max margin interp. of SVM



The non-separable case

“Slack variable” – hinge loss from the margin



Generalize it!



The non-separable dual

xi
Txj is a kernel matrix

C controls regularization



What you should know
u Hinge loss

l Slack variable
u Margin
u Support vector
u Primal/dual 
Note: we did not cover Lagrange multipliers this 
year, you are not responsible for them!




